
 

 

Pinehurst Trace Pet and Dog Walking Policy 

We appreciate the pleasure and companionship pets provide for their owners and 

families; however, we do require responsible ownership and we require pet 

owners and guests to observe the following Pet and Dog Walking Policy. 

As outlined in the Covenants, dogs, cats or other common household pets may be 

kept so long as the owners of such pets do not keep, breed, or maintain such 

animals for any commercial purpose. All such pets must reside inside the home 

and not be allowed to become a nuisance to other residents. In addition, our Dog 

Walking Policy is provided below: 

1. When taken out for exercise, dogs must be kept on a leash at all times. 

Dogs must never be allowed to run loose in the neighborhood. 

2. Leashes must be no more than 8 feet long. Retractable leads should be 

locked down at a maximum of 8 feet. 

3. Dogs must be sufficiently close to their walker to be under that person’s 

control.  

4. It is recommended that dogs be kept 10 feet apart when out walking 

(except dogs living in the same household). 

5. A map of designated dog walking areas is available in the Pinehurst Trace 

Homeowners Association (“PTHA”) office. 

6. Dogs are not allowed in the clubhouse or pool area. 

7. Dogs will not be allowed to walk upon, exercise, or deposit wastes on any 

numbered lot other than the lot owned by the owner of the dog.  

8. For health and sanitary reasons, all dog waste deposited outside must be 

picked up, bagged and properly disposed of by the person walking the dog. 

Yards where dog waste is present will not be maintained until waste is 

removed. 

9. Fines/Assessments are applicable for violations of these rules. 
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